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Enthusiastic and detail oriented go-to-guy and team player who would provide 
added value to the department and works well with persons of all different types 
of backgrounds and experiences. Experienced in working in a mission-critical 24 
hours / 7 days a week / 365 days a year mainframe computer environment which 
requires extensive analytical and problem-solving skills on a daily basis.

1998 – 1998
MAINFRAME COMPUTER OPERATOR - ABC CORPORATION

 Responsible for running payroll and printing paychecks on IBM Mainframe.
 Company switched to a Pc-based Novell network.
 Setup of 386 based computers using Novell networking Windows 3.1 and later 

win95 other Microsoft products.
 Installed hundreds of Cat 5 cables.
 Supported users hardware and software needs.
 Handled any processing problems that may arise and escalated to the next level

of support if necessary.
 Thoroughly and consistently checked and verified the mainframe system at shift

turnover.

1997 – 1998
MAINFRAME COMPUTER OPERATOR - DELTA CORPORATION

 ManagerEric Washington Responsible for processing daily batch jobs on a 
twelve hour, 645pm to 715am shift, 4 four nights per week.Monitor data .

 Proceesing backup tapes, printing reports with four Xerox 3270 series 
printers.Monitor atm data lines and escalate outages to vendors and assist 
with .

 Manager Lawrence Rush, (601)984-1144 Responsible for processing daily batch 
jobs, monitoring scheduled production and maintaining mainframe .

 Ran and monitored daily production job cycles and notified programmers of any 
errors or problems with the jobs.

 Mainframe computer operations.
 Printing of reports and mounting magnetic tapes Handling any request from 

programmers for changes in the execution of production jobs.
 Monitor mainframe, servers and backup status, and job stream; troubleshoot 

and escalate when necessary Operate seven printers and perform print.
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EDUCATION

GED

SKILLS

Planning Skills, Supporting Skills.
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